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1. Introduction. We study possible variations of 
gravitational field of Mercury due to its tidal solar 
deformations in conditions of orbital-rotational 
resonance. In the framework of a plane model of 
elastic Mercury motion we have shown that main 
variations of coefficients 2J  and 22C  of its 
gravitational field are periodic (with period of 
orbital motion in 87.97 days) and are characterized 
by the big amplitude of the order 5x10-8 that in a 
few orders bigger than corresponding tidal 
variations of the geopotential coefficients. 
Librations of Mercury in longitude have been 
studied on the base of plane model about the 
motion of non-spherical celestial body with a liquid 
core in a central gravitational field. For accepted in 
the paper models of Mercury the amplitudes of 
periodic librations were evaluated. Due to influence 
of solar gravitational moments the Mercury angular 
velocity is varied on 0.03 %. A phenomenon of 
non- perturbance of Mercury rotation in vicinity of 
pericenter of orbit has been established. In period 
about 15 days the angular velocity of Mercury 
saves almost the permanent value.   
2. Mercury models. Here we will consider this 
planet as ellipsoidal unchangeable body with some 
model values of the main parameters of its 
gravitational field 2J and 22C  and others 
dynamical characteristics (Table 1).  In the first 
approximation the Mercury can be considered as 
non-spherical rigid or elastic body with the small 
dynamical oblatenesses. In Table 1 are given some 
model evaluations of two main coefficients of the 
Mercury gravitational field: 2J , 22C  and standard 
ratios of Mercury moments of inertia: ,A B  and C . 
 
Table 1.  Mercury models.  
                                                  
Parameters Model I Model II Model III 
( ) /C A B−  2.855x10-4   2.353x10-4   3.748x10-4  
( ) /C B B−  1.695x10-4   1.177x10-4   2.226x10-4  
( ) /B A B−  1.160x10-4   1.177x10-4   1.523x10-4  

22C  9.857x10-6 10.0x10-6 12.94x10-6 

2J  77.34x10-6 60.0x10-6 101.6x10-6 

2 22/J C  7.8469 6.00 7.8469 
 
Evaluations of dynamical parameters of Mercury 
are: 2/( ) 0.35C mR = , / 0.5 0.07mC C = ± (Peale, 
1996;  Peale et al., 2002).  Where C  and mC  are 

the polar moments of inertia of the full Mercury 
and of its core, m  and R  are the mass and the 
mean radius of Mercury.  
       The model I bases on a predicted value of 
oblateness ( ) /C B B−  (Barkin, 1979) and on 
resonant value of ratio 2 22/J C  for deformed 
elastic Mercury in the Sun gravitational field.  The 
known model II is based on the data of Mariner-10 
observations (Peale et al., 2002). The model III 
bases on the evaluations of amplitude of the forced 
Mercury libration in longitude obtained by Peale’s 
grope by the study of Mercury rotation with help of 
the high accuracy radio-location observations 
(Earth-Based measurements) of this planet (Morgot 
et al., 2004).  
3. Tidal variations of Mercury’s gravitational 
field. Solar tidal variations of parameters of second 
harmonic of Mercury gravitational field were 
evaluated for models (Table 1) on the base of the 
analytical formulae obtained by the classical 
method which earlier has been used for study of 
geopotential variations (Ferrandiz, Getino, 1993). 
For model of plane librations of Mercury on 
elliptical orbit we have obtained the following 
periodic variations of gravitational coefficients: 
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These results have been obtained for hypothetical 
value of parameter of Mercury elasticity 

2 0.37k = . Obtained formulae describe 
remarkable changes in dynamical structure of 
Mercury due to gravitational influence of the Sun.  
4. Plane librations of Mercury with liquid core 
and variations of its angular velocity. Here we 
study the librations of Mercury in the framework of 
the simple model of the plane librations of non-
spherical rigid body with a liquid core on an 
unperturbed elliptical orbit. The Mercury moves on 
the Keplerian elliptical orbit in the gravitational 
field of the Sun. The simple motion of liquid is 
modelled as axial rigid rotation with respect to 
Poincare reference system with origin in the centre 
of mass of Mercury. The Mercury rotation we 
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describe in standard variables: g (the angle of 
rotation) and gω = & (the angular velocity of 
Mercury rotation about its polar axis).  
       The analytical formulae describing periodic 
perturbations in Mercury rotation have been 
obtained by Barkin method (1979). Corresponding 
evaluations of amplitudes of perturbations of the 
rotation angle gδ  and the instant period of 
Mercury rotation T  for parameters of Mercury 
model I (Table 1) are given by the following 
formulae:  
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       Two particularities of the Mercury rotation are 
described by obtained formulae.  
1. Due to eccentricity variations of gravitational 
moment of the Sun the angular velocity of Mercury 
and corresponding instant period of Mercury 
rotation are varied with amplitude about 0.0341%. 
So the period of rotation has a minimal value 
58.638 days in moments of crossing of pericenter of 
orbit and maximal values 56.658 days for moments 
of crossing of apocenter.  
2. In the time interval in 7.4 days before the 
crossing of pericenter of orbit and 7.4 days after it 
the angular velocity of Mercury with a high 
accuracy saves the constant pericenter value. This 
interval of time in 14.08 days can be called as 
“period of Mercury unperturbance”. 
       In the paper we will not discuss the question 
about constant components of perturbations of the 
first order the nature of which is connected with the 
third and high harmonics of the force function of 
the problem and with tidal dissipation of elastic 
energy of Mercury. 
       Firstly the evaluations of amplitudes of 
Mercury librations in longitude have been done in 
the paper (Barkin, 1979) on the base the model 
problem about resonant translatory- rotary motion 
of the rigid body (Mercury) in the gravitational 
field of the central body (the Sun).  
5. Resonant libration. A period of resonant 
librations of the Mercury in longitude has been 
evaluated for rigid model of planet and for two 
layer model of Mercury (with rigid mantle and 
liquid core). The corresponding values of periods 
are 16.0 years and 11.3 years. So due to the 
influence of a liquid core the period of librations 
are reduced on 29.3 %. The amplitude and phase of 
these librations can be determined only from 
observations. We assume that resonant librations 

are not damped and are perturbated by a 
mechanism of shall dynamics (Barkin, 2002). It 
means that resonant librations of Mercury in 
longitude can be determined from the modern 
observations (including the ground radio-
observations) in a few years. 
5. Mercury inclination. The main regularities in 
the Mercury rotation were established and studied 
on the base of its rigid model in assumption that 
Mercury moves on evaluating elliptical orbit. The 
theoretical value of inclination of the angular 
momentum of Mercury relatively to normal to the 
orbit plane was determined as: 0 1'607ρ = .The first 
evaluations of the inclination 0 1'24ρ =  and 

0 1'67ρ =  were given by Barkin in 1985.  
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